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Spectacular stage race for hobby cyclists from 26.9.-2.10.2021 

 

New date for TOUR Transalp  

in autumn 
 

Europe's most popular stage race for hobby road cyclists will 

not take place as planned from June 20 to 26. Due to the 

worldwide still challenging pandemic, the organizers have 

decided to postpone the 18th edition of the TOUR Transalp to 

September 26 to October 2, 2021. The main focus of this 

decision is the safety of all participants. Already booked 

tickets remain valid for the new date 

 

Bielefeld, May 6, 2021. Due to the wide field of above 1000 participants from 

more than 30 different nations, the organizers see a big advantage in the new 

date in terms of safety and organization. “We thoroughly considered postponing 

the TOUR Transalp and would have been very happy to cross the Alps in June 

with many cycling enthusiasts from all over the world," says Linda Schroeder, 

event manager at the organizing publishing company Delius Klasing. „We know 

about the time, passion and energy that you have invested in training and 

preparation.  Still, after close consultations with the Italian stage locations and 

consideration of all regulatory requirements and scenarios, we have come to the 

conclusion that holding the event in the golden autumn is much safer and 

therefore the right decision." 

 

The organizers are very confident that the TOUR Transalp will run on the new 

date under much better conditions and with less official requirements and entry 

restrictions for the participants. “We are looking forward to finally experience the 

TOUR Transalp spirit again from 26 September to 2 October with many athletes”, 

Schroeder is looking positive into the future. So does race manager Marc 

Schneider: "What I really look forward to, are the mountains in autumn. When 

the colors get warmer, the air clearer - it's definitely the most beautiful time in 

the Alps." At this time of year in South Tyrol you can expect late summer 

weather. 

 

Already booked tickets remain valid for the new date. Participants can send their 

questions via email to service@yunique.de.  
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The TOUR Transalp sticks to the originally planned route with a perfect mix of 

world-famous passes and less-known roads. For the first time in the TOUR 

Transalp history, the race will start in Brunico in South Tyrol, ending once more 

in the Italian Arco after 781 kilometres, 17,790 metres of altitude and 18 passes. 

From Brunico in the Pustertal Valley, the route first leads to San Vigilio, 

continues via the four new stage towns of San Martino di Castrozza, Possagno, 

Asolo and Lavarone, on to Caldaro and finally arrives in Arco, where the grand 

finale north of Lake Garda awaits all finishers. 

 

Each year up to 1000 participants experience the TOUR Transalp adventure, in 

teams of two or solo. The entry fee is 999 Euros (U23-riders only pay 799 Euros) 

and contains an extensive service package: professional time keeping, luggage 

service, motorcycle marshals, rescue team, catering on the road and in the 

finish, technical bike service, finisher jersey, medal und much more. A crew of 

150 organizing and helping people is on site to make sure that the participants 

can feel like a pro for seven days.  

  

More details about the race and the course as well as altitude profiles can be 

found at https://tour-transalp.de/en/ 

 

The registration is possible under  

https://tour-transalp.de/en/participants/registration-info/ 

 

Press information and images can be downloaded at  

https://tour-transalp.de/en/press/  
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